Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10104.22 "Last Words" Episode Three

Cast of Characters
Bernie Wallowitch as Commander Bernie Wall [XO]
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Eldad Ben Tovim as Lieutenant Maor [CIV] & Security Personnel
Scott Fisher as Lieutenant Junior Grade Jason Seppela [OPS]
Linda Davis as Ensign Moria O’Questra [MO] 

Michael Jones as Lieutenant Commander Friedman, Main Computer, Security Personnel and the Alien

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

CIV_Maor says:
::while sitting at the OPS console, he talks with a strange looking officer that keeps looking around him, Maor talks to him for a few minutes until he notices some one is looking at them strangely and then Maor send the officer on his way and the officer enters the TL and vanishes behind the closing door of the TL::

TO_Pazoski says:
::sat at the TAC console staring at the readings from the cargo bay, looking concerned::

OPS_Seppela says:
::In his quarters. After a short nap (well, after passing out at the party) his head is splitting, but he manages to get ready for duty::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The lights in the Cargo Bay come back on ... before those crew in there, they can see the CEO on the ground, a trail of blood leading from a wound in the base of his neck ... hunched over him is a jet-black, sleek looking alien which looks like it is covered with an armor of some sort, it slowly looks up at the others at them ...

MO_O`Questra says:
::in the dark of the cargo bay:: out loud: is everyone all right?

CTO_Timrok says:
::walks briskly onto the bridge - exiting the TL::

Host Alien says:
::It's mind is filled with new thoughts and feelings and knowledge it gathered from Hunter Atrides after draining his psionic energy::

CTO_Timrok says:
TO: what’s our status Pazoski?

CSO_Gomes says:
::blinks when the lights come back and looks around::

Host XO_Wall says:
::in TL heading toward the bridge::

Host Alien says:
::Locks it's eyes on the Science Officer and Medical Officer ... "Oh, the energy ... so much in each of them ... enough to last me for years ..."::

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks at the alien:: self: oh Gods!

OPS_Seppela says:
::not aware of anything that is going on in the cargo bay, he makes his way to the TL after taking a couple of Tylenol::

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: Sir we just lost power to the cargo bay, were still looking for the cause...

MO_O`Questra says:
:pulls phaser and aims:: *Bridge*: intruder alert!

CIV_Maor says:
::looks back:: TO: We already restored power

CTO_Timrok says:
TO: who's in there?

CSO_Gomes says:
::gets her tricorder and starts scanning the alien::

Host XO_Wall says:
::TL stops, he steps off and enters the bridge::

CIV_Maor says:
*MO* Explain ::while turning on intruder alert::

Host Alien says:
::It's apparent mouth is revealed as it slightly lengthens in an apparent smirk ... a long row of teeth can be seen, a tubular mouth behind those teeth is also seen::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::Looks surprised at the MO's remark::

MO_O`Questra says:
Alien: who are you!   *CIV*: it attacked the CEO.. he is down!

OPS_Seppela says:
::arrives on the bridge and heads over to the OPS console, just as the intruder alert goes off::

CSO_Gomes says:
Alien: Greetings. This is the Starship Elara, I am Lt. Commander Alex Gomes. Who are you?

Host Alien says:
ACTION: Intruder Alert blares throughout the ship.

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: most of the senior staff sir...permission to seal off the deck

CIV_Maor says:
::looks back:: CTO: We need people at cargo bay, we have an intruder alert!

MO_O`Questra says:
CSO: Alex.. it wants to eat us..

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The security team outside the Cargo Bay comes rushing in, phaser rifles and phasers ready and aimed.

CTO_Timrok says:
::frowns as the alert siren blares:: TO: take a team at the double!

OPS_Seppela says:
::grabs a phaser instinctively as the alarm klaxons sound throughout the ship. While Maor is at Ops, he takes Flight Control and checks through internal sensors to find out what’s going on::

Host XO_Wall says:
Bridge: report?

CSO_Gomes says:
::frowns:: MO: All carnivores want to eat other animals

CIV_Maor says:
CTO: Should i go down and help them?

Host Alien says:
MO: I am the primest evil you have ever known. I am that which mothers warn their children about. I am that which every man fears most. I am fear itself. I am the last words of those who die at my grasp.

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: Aye sir ::jumps up from the console and heads for the TL:: *Team_Delta* Team Delta assemble in the armory immediately

CIV_Maor says:
TO: Hold on ::runs after him::

CTO_Timrok says:
CIV: do you have any information which may be of assistance?

Host Alien says:
CSO: No reasoning ...

CIV_Maor says:
::looks back:: CTO: Not at this minute, i will go down to help them

CNS_Pazoski says:
::sighs as she watches the bridge crew::

CIV_Maor says:
::after the door closes:: TL: Cargo bay

Host Alien says:
ALL: I am here to feed ... ::Rushes them all::

CSO_Gomes says:
Alien: What do you mean no reasoning. I do not understand

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: ::walks over to him:: Report?

MO_O`Questra says:
Alien: get away from him.. ::annoyed:: I'm not in the mood to be afraid

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The security team opens fire with all phasers.

MO_O`Questra says:
::fires phaser at the alien::

CIV_Maor says:
::takes his phaser and powers him::

TO_Pazoski says:
TL: Computer delay that order, re-route to main armory

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The phaser blasts ricochet off the alien, one blast hits the SO.

CSO_Gomes says:
MO: Stop it !

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: Sir we have an intruder in the Cargo bay - security is on hand -power is restored sir

CSO_Gomes says:
MO: That’s a direct violation of Starfleet’s guide lines towards dealing with unknown life forms

CIV_Maor says:
TO: we don’t have time, you can get a phaser near the cargo bay and have your team meet you there!

MO_O`Questra says:
CSO: Hunter is bleeding to death!

Host Alien says:
::Moves with such force that it knocks over the CSO and MO, pushing quite hard through the Sec. team, and rushing into the corridor::

CSO_Gomes says:
MO: Then take him to sickbay!

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: Phaser fire in the cargo bay sir. ::reading off his console::

MO_O`Questra says:
CSO: I couldn't that thing.. hey! don't let it in the hall!

CSO_Gomes says:
Self: Ahh

Host Alien says:
ACTION: Atrides is relatively alive ... his severe injuries seem to be coming from that which was taken from him, psionic energy. He is slowly slipping into a coma.

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: Im not going to argue with you, we head for the armory or you can stay here...your choice!

CSO_Gomes says:
::regains her balance and goes after the alien::

CIV_Maor says:
*OPS* I suggest you will teleport the CEO to sickbay

Host Alien says:
::Disappears down the corridor::

CNS_Pazoski says:
OPS: That is hardly surprising. ::chuckles::

CIV_Maor says:
::looks at the TO annoyed::

CTO_Timrok says:
::begins internal scans::

OPS_Seppela says:
*CIV*: Aye sir. ::beams Atrides to sickbay::

CSO_Gomes says:
*OPS* Try to lock onto the intruder and beam it to the brig

MO_O`Questra says:
::holsters phaser and runs to check the CEO::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: Atrides is beamed to Sickbay where Medical Staff immediately attempt to save his life.

OPS_Seppela says:
::tries to lock onto the alien::

CSO_Gomes says:
::searches for the alien's path with her tricorder::

CIV_Maor says:
::exits the TL:: TO: well? lets go to your armory!

TO_Pazoski says:
::exits the TL on the armory deck and runs into the armory, cracking open the weapons cases:: Team_Delta: We don’t know what we have here but we're going prepared ::grabs a type 3 phaser rifle:: lets lock and load!

Host Alien says:
::Moves through the corridors along the ceiling ... using the knowledge of the ship he took from the CEO's mind::

Host Alien says:
::Senses more psionic energy, comes around a corner ... and sees a prime victim::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The MO was as well beamed to Sickbay.

OPS_Seppela says:
*CSO*: I can't get a lock sir. ::turns to XO:: XO: Sir, I suggest we lock down the ship with forcefields: at least try to contain the alien.

Host Alien says:
ACTION: A scream is heard through out the corridor the CSO and the others are in.

CIV_Maor says:
::reenters the TL with the TO and his team:: TL: Cargo Bay, NOW

CNS_Pazoski says:
::spins the rose in her hands looking at it:: 

MO_O`Questra says:
::rushes to get the CEO into the ICU and begins a general scan.. sealing the external cuts and getting the CEO on life support::

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: get everybody out but security to handle the alien, erect forcefield as needed

Host Alien says:
::After feeding a second time, he is quite full ... he now knows all that his two victims knew ... he didn't even have to kill his second victim, these Vulcans and Betazoids have such telepathic power that he is won't need to feed for some time::

CSO_Gomes says:
::rushes over in the direction of the scream::

TO_Pazoski says:
::Turns to the CIV:: CIV: You sound nervous...

CTO_Timrok says:
*TO* Pazoski what’s your status? we don’t have the intruder on internal sensors

CIV_Maor says:
TO: Some thing seems familiar here..

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The CSO finds a Vulcan female Engineer lying on the ground, some green blood trickles around her neck. Her eyes are fluttering. She is still alive.

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks at the neural scan:: *XO*: sir.. we have a problem..

CNS_Pazoski says:
::without looking up:: XO: Thank you that sounds the safest idea yet :: Watches the rose in her hands::

TO_Pazoski says:
*CTO* We are arriving at the Cargo bay deck in a few seconds sir...and what ae we dealing with?

Host XO_Wall says:
*MO*: speak doctor?

CSO_Gomes says:
*OPS* There is an officer down on my location. Beam her directly to sickbay

CIV_Maor says:
::as the TL reaches the deck he exits it running to the cargo bay::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks up:: Self: Where are you?

TO_Pazoski says:
Team_Delta: Ok guys lets do this perfect... ::opens the TL doors:: lets go!

OPS_Seppela says:
::busy beaming victims to sickbay as more and more reports come in::

CSO_Gomes says:
::continues down the corridor searching for the alien::

CTO_Timrok says:
*TO* i have no idea - get all non security personnel of the deck - so we can seal it off

MO_O`Questra says:
*XO*: Hunters psionic energy had been drained.. he's slipping into deep coma.. I think I can save him.. but

CIV_Maor says:
::runs inside and bumps with the CSO:: CSO: Where is that thing?

Host Alien says:
::Finds his way into the Jefferies Tube systems ... starts using his knowledge to make his way through the ship ... wonders what damage she can do ... he knows all decks ... she knows a lot of personnel ... he wonders how to deal with them all::

TO_Pazoski says:
*CTO* Understood sir, I will notify you as soon as evacuation is complete

Host XO_Wall says:
*MO*: but what?

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The Vulcan female Engineer is as well beamed to Sickbay.

MO_O`Questra says:
*XO*: the thing that was in the rock sir

CTO_Timrok says:
::activates forcefields between all decks::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::watches the XO now and listens to the conversation:: 

Host Alien says:
::Runs into a forcefield, and passes right through it::

OPS_Seppela says:
::trying several different algorithms, trying to find a way to pick the alien up on sensors::

TO_Pazoski says:
::shakes his head noting the CIV has gone:: Team_Delta: You guys get everyone off this deck, Im going to find Maor ::hurries towards the cargo bay::

CSO_Gomes says:
CIV: I don't know, it vanished, it moves extremely fast

OPS_Seppela says:
::something blinks on his console:: XO: Sir, something just went right through one of our forcefields.

CIV_Maor says:
::looks back:: TO: We need to find it.. ::suddenly looks up:: it's in the JT

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks up at the new arrival and has her treated.. notices the same problem and begins vitamin shots.. there isn't any way to replenish bio-energy::

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks at the forcefield readings:: XO: we have a fluctuation in the field on deck 21

CNS_Pazoski says:
::turns to the CTO:: CTO: Well I guess we know where it is or was. 

Host XO_Wall says:
OPS: what? work with the frequencies try different, something got to block that thing

Host Alien says:
::Passes through another forcefield::

MO_O`Questra says:
::stabilizes the Vulcan and notes she was not as severally injured::

TO_Pazoski says:
Self: Dammit... *CTO* Sir the intruder is not on this deck anymore

CTO_Timrok says:
CNS: that’s all very well but we need to know where it is!

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: Give me a second

CIV_Maor says:
*CTO* Do you have any way of telling where the alien is now?

Host Alien says:
::Finds a panel in the JT ... accesses it::

OPS_Seppela says:
::tries a different frequencies on forcefields, but again it passes right through. He keeps trying to find one it won't go through, but it's not very successful.. yet::

MO_O`Questra says:
::goes back to the CEO and checks the vitals.. give shim a hyper infusion and watches as his neural pathways stabilize::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: A communication is opened to the bridge ... "Greetings Food."

CTO_Timrok says:
*TO* we have forcefield fluctuations in deck 19 now head to that location

CNS_Pazoski says:
CTO: That should be something for you to decide not me. I can not sense it. ::smiles::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks impatiently at her tricorders readings and then at the TO and CIV::

CTO_Timrok says:
::glares at the CNS::

TO_Pazoski says:
*CTO* Sir can you beam us there, it would be a lot faster

Host XO_Wall says:
Comm: who is this?

Host Alien says:
ACTION: "Now that I have been able to gather my bearings ... we are going to play a little game..."

OPS_Seppela says:
::looks up as the voice comes through the comm:: Self: Nice way to say hello.

CTO_Timrok says:
OPS: beam Pazoski’s team to deck 19

CSO_Gomes says:
*CTO*I want to go too

CNS_Pazoski says:
::still smiles politely:: CTO: I am sure it will find us all when it wants to. If you would rather wait for it? 

OPS_Seppela says:
::works away on his console:: CTO: Aye sir. ::beams them around the ship::

CIV_Maor says:
::appears at deck 19:: TO: Lets go ::runs away::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: "... I always enjoy playing with my food. Don't you? Your job is to try and survive ... Live Long and Prosper."

CTO_Timrok says:
*CSO* negative miss Gomes

TO_Pazoski says:
::materializes on deck 19:: CIV: HOLD IT!

Host Alien says:
::Cuts communications and continues moving upward::

CIV_Maor says:
::stops all of a sudden:: TO: what?

CSO_Gomes says:
Self: GRRRRR

MO_O`Questra says:
::files a medical report and tries to think.. looks at the CEO.. who is stable on life support and sleeping.. shrugs in relief that he is all right.. ::

CSO_Gomes says:
*CTO* The 2 of us need to have a talk after this ...

CSO_Gomes says:
::heads to the nearest TL::

Host XO_Wall says:
Alien: its appears your quit intelligent, why not we try to come to a agreement, we could provide another source for your food

OPS_Seppela says:
::swallows hard as the alien finishes off it's communication with the bridge::

CTO_Timrok says:
*All security* All teams secure passageways between decks -including JT's

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: If we split up we are toast, lets stick together... *CTO* Sir do you have a bearing for us?

CSO_Gomes says:
::enters the TL:: Computer: Bridge

CTO_Timrok says:
*CSO* we don’t need anymore crew at risk than is necessary

OPS_Seppela says:
::gets an idea and checks through the internal camera net, to try and find the alien::

Host Alien says:
::Has opened all access-ways in the JTs from the earlier panel ... leaping through forcefields as it moves upward::

MO_O`Questra says:
Nurse: take his off support and move him to main sickbay once the reading hit green.. and watch for more injuries like this.. get the guard metal weapons.. energy don't work.. and here.. ::hands her a padd:: is the treatment.. so far it's working..

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks at the forcefield reading & sighs:: XO: its heading up the decks faster toward deck 1

CSO_Gomes says:
*CTO* But I may be able to help catch it. My initial readings suggest it has evolved in zero G, possibly the vacuum of space. It also seams to have a psionic field around it

CIV_Maor says:
::hears some thing and looks up::

CSO_Gomes says:
::exits onto the bridge::

CIV_Maor says:
TO: I'm beaming us to the bridge.. it's heading there

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: do what you can from here

OPS_Seppela says:
::watches as every single variation he tries for the forcefields fails, and he hits his console:: Damnit! ::then the alien flashes by on one of the consoles:: XO: Sir! I found it, in JT 5. It's headed this way sir, very very quickly!

CNS_Pazoski says:
CTO: That is not good. 

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: its looks like we are going to have to weld access panels to try to contain the alien in one part of the ship, see to it that all security personnel beging welding areas down

CIV_Maor says:
::walks to a nearby console and beams the TO team and him to the bridge::

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: Okay

Host Alien says:
::Exits an opening on deck thirteen, moves down the corridor quickly::

Host Alien says:
::Crawls along the side of a wall::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: Which is nothing because internal sensors can't catch it

MO_O`Questra says:
::goes to the office and grabs up a Klingon blade that’s on display on the wall and a AT mini-med. kit.. arming it with the hypos needed to survive an attack by that critter::

CIV_Maor says:
::appears on the bridge:: Bridge: he's heading here

CSO_Gomes says:
::feeling frustrated she turns to her console and calibrates the internal sensors to search for psionic energy emissions::

TO_Pazoski says:
::materializes:: CTO: Sir we have a big problem

OPS_Seppela says:
::sets up his console so that every single time a camera spots the alien it will flash on the console::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: we may not have to find it Gomes if its headed here

CTO_Timrok says:
TO: go ahead

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks at Maor and then the TO  with a questioning glance::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at Timrok and frowns::

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: Sir, the alien is on the Stardrive section of the ship, deck 13.

CTO_Timrok says:
::turns to the TO::

TO_Pazoski says:
::moves over to the CTO:: CTO: Sir we cant stop this thing, its too fast

MO_O`Questra says:
::heads to the sickbay doors:: *XO*: any luck locating our guest?

OPS_Seppela says:
::watches as the cameras flash down the hall, following the alien::

CTO_Timrok says:
TO: yes & the forcefields are useless

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: We may not need to stop it, if we put an emitter on it we can beam it

Host XO_Wall says:
OPS: get a lock on all bridge personnel, to prepare to beamed to engineering, if the alien continues to get closer to deck one

CIV_Maor says:
Bridge: the problem is, can we kill it?

CNS_Pazoski says:
TO: yes but surely it can't go through walls?

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: you believe u can stop this thing?

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Good idea...

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: Aye sir. ::sets up a program for emergency one-touch Evac beam to ME::

CSO_Gomes says:
XO/CTO: There is a massive psionic emission on deck 13 stardrive section. It spans a corridor and its moving

MO_O`Questra says:
::thinks and heads back for the cargobay::

CSO_Gomes says:
XO/CTO: I can track the movement but not pinpoint a location

TO_Pazoski says:
CNS: It doesn’t have to go through walls, its using JTs

MO_O`Questra says:
::walks into the room.. the rock still in the center with the weird metal objects there::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: the stardrive?

CIV_Maor says:
::has an idea:: OPS: Can you guess what deck he will likely have to pass in order to get here from deck 13?

Host Alien says:
::Enters into another Jefferies Tube, and begins moving in another direction, comes to another panel, rips it open ... and uses Atrides' expertise::

Host XO_Wall says:
CSO: do the best you can

OPS_Seppela says:
::seeing as no-one seems to believe he's watching the alien from the internal camera net, he transfers it to the main viewscreen:: All: There it is.

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: Yes, the part that is not the saucer.

MO_O`Questra says:
self: ok mister space rock.. what can you tell me about our new problem.. ::gets out a tricorder and looks for any energy signatures::

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: Sir - internal sensors are offline!!

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO/XO: Internal sensors just went offline !

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The Alien can be seen on the viewscreen accessing a panel in a Jefferies Tube ... Number Six.

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: yes thanks i know what it is

OPS_Seppela says:
::just as he transfers it to the viewscreen sensors go down:: Self: Gaa...

Host Alien says:
::It seems to sense a distortion near it, and turns::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks up at the viewscreen:: 

CSO_Gomes says:
All: Now I feel blind

TO_Pazoski says:
Self: This thing is smart

Host XO_Wall says:
*Eng* : get internal sensor back online!

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Very smart

Host Alien says:
ACTION: They can all see the alien turning to look at the camera ... and then it suddenly strikes out, and the camera goes to static.

CNS_Pazoski says:
Self: Well there it was.

CIV_Maor says:
::thinks.. deck 13?::

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: we know where it is - this is our chance to strike

MO_O`Questra says:
::scans the rock.. thinks.. puts the tricorder on the floor on auto multi scan and touches the rock.. running her hands over the metal::

CSO_Gomes says:
All: Any ideas on where he is going?

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: we have the closest security team try a strike, this is a best time to see whether phasers will stop the thing

Host Alien says:
::Once it's done, moves down the JT::

MO_O`Questra says:
::traces a finger over the metal..:: rock: ok.. ::runs a finger tracing the symbols:: this is one time I wish rocks could talk..


TO_Pazoski says:
::accesses the transporter systems:: CIV: Ready for a little stroll?

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: Sir, when they tried using phasers in the cargo bay they just bounced off of it.

MO_O`Questra says:
::starts looking for an opening where the alien came from::

CNS_Pazoski says:
ALL: Was there any useful information which we have got from the rock, before the alien appeared?

CIV_Maor says:
TO: What?

Host Alien says:
::Picks through the CEO's memories ... thinks of something quite nice::

Host XO_Wall says:
All: well lets start using strategies we used against the Borg, rotate frequencies and strengths  for hand phasers, something hopefully got to effect the thing

MO_O`Questra says:
::finds something fresh and bright.. and sharp.. moves around to see what her fingers found::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: The rock apparently was a container for the alien

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: We should have been more careful ....

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Yes but what was the writing on it that Peter was looking at?

OPS_Seppela says:
::frantically switches through the cameras. Ever since that one went down, its as if he's completely disappeared::

TO_Pazoski says:
XO: Sir what about grenades? ::takes the grenade launcher from his back:: these things would stop anything

CIV_Maor says:
::looks restless::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: I never got to see the translation ...

Host Alien says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman> *MO* Ms. October?

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Well that is something to think about next time, unfortunately... ::lets her voice trail off::

CIV_Maor says:
TO: And destroy half of the deck

MO_O`Questra says:
*Friedman* : go ahead!

Host XO_Wall says:
OPS: what about a transporter lock on the alien, status on that?

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Did you get anything from the inscriptions on the metal casing?

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: this psionic field the alien emits - do u think u could disrupt it?

Host Alien says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman> *MO* Do you know where Doctor Harison is ... I think we have a problem. ::Moria can hear a panicked person in the background telling the staff something::

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: No nothing

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Want to help me translate? seems the best we can do right now

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks at the writing and realizes the rock is up side down.. tilts head:: *Friedman* : no.. what’s wrong?

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: We can't even find it on sensors sir. There's no way we'd be able to lock onto it...but if someone managed to stop it and I knew exactly where it was sitting...I could just beam that entire area to the brig, or out into space.

Host Alien says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman> ::Pauses:: *MO* Her daughter Courtney has gone missing ...

CNS_Pazoski says:
::gets up and nods to the CSO:: 

CSO_Gomes says:
::brings up the inscriptions from the databanks and puts them on the screen::

TO_Pazoski says:
::turns to the CIV:: CIV: Better than losing the crew

MO_O`Questra says:
self: what is "SYN TECH."   *Friedman* : what? who was watching her!

Host Alien says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman> *MO* A Yeoman assigned by the Captain ... she went into the bathroom momentarily and when she came back, Courtney was gone. Her other child, Sima said she didn't see where she went.

CIV_Maor says:
::walks around in circles::

MO_O`Questra says:
*XO*: sir.. the rock in the cargobay is inscribed with the words "SYN TECH." 

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: Sir, if we could corner it in a cargo bay, or shuttle bay, or an empty deck even I could blow that section out to space and take the alien with it.

CSO_Gomes says:
::cross-references the inscriptions with every writing on the Elara's library::

CSO_Gomes says:
::shakes her head::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Its nothing the Federation has ever recorded it seams

Host XO_Wall says:
OPS: that easier said than done, nothing we’ve done to the thing has had any effect

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Any ideas on how to translate it?

MO_O`Questra says:
*friedman* : call the bridge to scan for her bio signs.. I'll have a look around deck 12

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: I know. ::quietly, as if he's completely burnt out::

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Unfortunately none that we have not tried. 

Host Alien says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman> *MO* Aye.

MO_O`Questra says:
::shrugs and grabs up the tricorder.. heads for the nursery ... ::

CIV_Maor says:
::turns back:: OPS: how many places the bridge is connected to the JT?

Host Alien says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman> *OPS* We need a scan of the ship for a Courtney Ross-Harison, she's a child.

OPS_Seppela says:
*Friedman* : Checking now...

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Is there any way we can use the universal translator on this?

MO_O`Questra says:
::exits the TL and looks around the hall.. knife in hand.. and starts walking.. listening for anything::

OPS_Seppela says:
*Friedman* : I can't find her anywhere on the ship.

CNS_Pazoski says:
OPS: How many crew are missing or incapacitated now?

Host Alien says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman> ::Pales:: *OPS* The child has gone missing ...

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: the ship is to be on defensive alert, survival, and safety of all crew is vital, see to it that your men take that initiative until we find a way to effect this thing

OPS_Seppela says:
CNS: Checking...::quickly checks with sensors as to who's missing::

CIV_Maor says:
XO: Can we some how just defend the three JT access panels?

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Whe have tried to use the symbols to find any reoccurring patterns and well exhausted most methods of translating it. ::sighs:: If not all of them.

MO_O`Questra says:
out loud: Kid? ::calls a bit louder:: it's ok.. I'm mommy's friend.. I'm here to help.. ::walks on down the hall.. expecting the child to have ran off to play::

OPS_Seppela says:
CNS: Hunter Atrides and one of his crew and incapacitated. And Courtney Harrison is missing.

CTO_Timrok says:
::puts the ship on red alert:: *All crew* Battle stations - all decks - intruder alert

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods visibly frustrated::

CNS_Pazoski says:
OPS: Thank you.

Host Alien says:
ACTION: No response to the MO ... three Sec. Personnel come down the corridor, and look confused at the MO.

Host XO_Wall says:
CSO: anything in our computers to match this "Syn tech"

Host Alien says:
<Sec. Officer One> MO: Uh ... ma'am? Are you looking for someone?

CIV_Maor says:
::waits for the XO reply::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: I suppose this had to happen some time. Something that is beyond our intelligence

CSO_Gomes says:
::checks de databanks::

Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: security is working on it as we speak

MO_O`Questra says:
SEC: Jo's child is missing.. start a room by room search.. I'm guessing she playing hide and go seek..

CNS_Pazoski says:
OPS: We have a missing Kid? Well I suppose I may be of more use looking for that. 

CSO_Gomes says:
XO: No sir, no match with our records

Host Alien says:
<Sec. Officer One> MO: Jo?

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: What is this thing after?

MO_O`Questra says:
::shrugs:: SEC: Commander Ross

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods to the CSO:: CSO: Yes I suppose it did, but it has not got us all yet, so there is always hope.

OPS_Seppela says:
::nods at Pazoski::

Host Alien says:
<Sec. Officer One> MO: Ah. We'll start immediately ma'am, should we update you or the Bridge?

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Primarily food as with all living beings. In this case food equals us

MO_O`Questra says:
SEC: me please.. the bridge has it's hands full

CNS_Pazoski says:
XO: Permission to go and find the kid? 

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The Sec. Personnel nod to the MO, and move off quickly to search for the Child.

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: After that, the second impulse is usually reproduction.. but this thing is smart....its intents can be anything

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: how does it hunt its prey?

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: We most certainly won't give up....but I hope we don't have to pay with anyone's lives

MO_O`Questra says:
::leans on the wall.. thinks the last mission with the take over of the ship and the D`Vor have her spooked::

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Food...then why is it coming up here? Surely all decks contain equal amounts of crew

CIV_Maor says:
TO: Maybe he wants some one high ranked?

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Me too. 

Host XO_Wall says:
CNS: you are to take some security personnel with you and be armed?

TO_Pazoski says:
::turns and gives the CIV a look::

MO_O`Questra says:
::perks up at the feeling of a mind near by:: out loud: Courtney?! *SEC*: hold on I think I have her..

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: The medical officers probably can help you better with that, I didn't analyze the victims. But its probable, that they use psionic energy. It has attacked Vulcans and Betazoids mostly so far

CNS_Pazoski says:
XO: Well yes I would appreciate security.

Host Alien says:
<Sec. Personnel> *MO* We'll be there soon.

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Sorry?

Host Alien says:
ACTION: Moria can hear a crying from a nearby cargo bay.

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Kezia could be his next prey ...

MO_O`Questra says:
::picks up the pace and runs for the cargobay::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: could u simulate a psionic energy field - one larger than a telepath would emit?

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: So if we move the prey we move the hunter

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Telepathic beings use psionic energy.. just like the alien

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Possibly...if our theory is correct and he is indeed looking for food

MO_O`Questra says:
::walks to the cargobay doors and waits for security::

OPS_Seppela says:
::still searching frantically for the alien, but with little luck::

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Ah right. then I may have an idea. 

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Don't do anything stupid ...

Host Alien says:
ACTION: Moria can hear the crying intensify ... it is definitely a young child. She can hear a voice inside ... attempting to soothe the child apparently ...

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Then why don’t we move all the telepathic members of the crew to a cargo bay and make it come to us

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Before I go through that has the computer completed it's checks against all known languages to see if it can loosely associate these symbols with anything we may know?

MO_O`Questra says:
::pauses outside the door and picks up a phaser from the manual access hatch.. .. and then opens the door.. pointing a phaser at in the door way::

CNS_Pazoski says:
TO : I was about to say that. 

OPS_Seppela says:
::turns at the TO's suggestion:: XO: That may be exactly what we need. If we could give it something to come after, as soon as it appeared I could beam out our crew and blow out the bay.

TO_Pazoski says:
::smiles:: CNS: Great minds think alike

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Yes, no match

MO_O`Questra says:
::knife in the other hand.. walks in slowly:: out loud: Courtney? are you in here sweety?

CNS_Pazoski says:
TO: If it wants us? We could trap it, rather than letting it pick people off at random?

Host Alien says:
ACTION: Inside stands the alien, it's back to Moria ... it is no longer hunched over like an animal, but standing up straight ... almost like a human ... Courtney can be heard crying.

TO_Pazoski says:
CNS: My thoughts exactly

CSO_Gomes says:
TO/CNS: If we don't stop it on the cargo bay we are giving it a feast

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: I wont let that happen ma'am

Host Alien says:
::Speaking to Courtney:: Hush now ... they have no idea of your potential ... not even your mother I suppose ...

MO_O`Questra says:
::ups the power setting on the phaser:: Alien: let her go.. 

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: You may not have a choice...

OPS_Seppela says:
CSO: There's no way we can stop it any other way. Right now if we don't do something it's going to have a feast anyway.

Host XO_Wall says:
OPS/TO: wells it worth a try but this alien is very intelligent, it might not take the bait

Host Alien says:
::Turns around slowly to see the MO ... a look of pure annoyance and anger on it's face::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: First we need ideas on how to stop it

Host Alien says:
::Holds Courtney in his arms::

CSO_Gomes says:
::sighs::

Host Alien says:
MO: Oh ... the calvary has arrived.

CIV_Maor says:
XO: Don’t you think he might try control the ship from ENG? i suggest we will send a team there ASAP

CNS_Pazoski says:
::frowns and shouts to the computer at science two where she is standing:: computer: Check those symbols again and give me the closest match in any language from any culture to the first two symbols only::

Host Alien says:
<Computer> CNS: Acknowledged.

MO_O`Questra says:
::still pointing phaser:: Alien: put her down.. she isn't big enough for your "food'

CNS_Pazoski says:
XO: The it is our job to persuade it.

Host XO_Wall says:
OPS: where is the alien now, can you tell?

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: We have nothing to lose sir. ::turns to his console and begins to program the computer for an emergency Evac transport and shuttlebay depressurization::

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: We don’t, we get it to the cargo bay, and blast it into space

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: I haven't been able to find it since it killed that camera sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: That won't kill it

Host Alien says:
::Begins to slowly approach the MO with Courtney in his arms:: MO: Oh security ... security! I'd like to report a murder ... she tried to kill me ... and I dropped the baby.

MO_O`Questra says:
::eyes open wide and looks at the alien:: Alien: who is Syn tech?

CIV_Maor says:
XO: Sir, did you hear me?

Host Alien says:
::A grin grows on his face as he approaches the MO with Courtney in his arms::

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Then we blast it with torpedoes, I don’t think it can survive that ::grins darkly::

Host Alien says:
MO: No, I mean she RUSHED me ... and I dropped the baby ... or maybe ...

MO_O`Questra says:
Alien: put her down. ::takes a step back still aiming the phaser:: I don't want to kill either of you

OPS_Seppela says:
CSO: At least it would be off the ship.

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: We will see about that. But At least we have a plan

MO_O`Questra says:
Alien: what are you talking about? your not even human

Host Alien says:
MO: ... or maybe I just ... ::Tosses Courtney into the air, away from the MO::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: The problem is how to blow it into space but not our "bait"

Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: this thing is really not interested in taking over the ship but us, he wants us, not the ship

CNS_Pazoski says:
Computer: Thank you, now based on the closest Nicodemian translation what do they symbols closely translate to? 

Host Alien says:
<Computer> CNS: Translation complete.

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: That’s your problem Ma'am ::smiles::

Host XO_Wall says:
OPS/TO: go ahead with the plan try to lure the alien

OPS_Seppela says:
CSO: Sir, I already have a program ready to beam out the "bait" with one touch of a button, then blow out the bay just a split second after, so it doesn't have time to get away.

CIV_Maor says:
XO: But he seems to have the CEO knowledge, his next step will have to be from ENG

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks surprised an blinks::

MO_O`Questra says:
::rushes for the child::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The MO is able to catch the crying child in her arms, falling to the ground slightly to do so ... her phaser clatters away.

MO_O`Questra says:
::holds the baby tight::

Host Alien says:
::Bends down, picks up the phaser, seeing it's on the appropriate setting, presses the firing end of the phaser to the MO's head:: MO: Nice catch. ::Fires::

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to OPS::

CSO_Gomes says:
XO: Do you agree with our plan to use the telepathic crew as bait and blast the alien into space?

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: Aye sir. ::finishes off his program and waits for Pazoski to do his part::

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Look.. ::turns to the computer again:: Computer: Talk to me please what does the translation say 

TO_Pazoski says:
OPS: But what happens if it tries to get away, we would need someone in the bay to make sure its cleared the ship

Host XO_Wall says:
CSO: yes go ahead and try it

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the CNS::

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to the XO::

CTO_Timrok says:
::tries to get internal sensors back online::

OPS_Seppela says:
TO: Nothing would be able to get out that fast. We're talking like a fraction of a split second between the beam out and the depressurization.

Host Alien says:
::Stands over the now dead body of the MO, tosses the phaser to the side as Courtney continues to cry::

Host Alien says:
::Disappears into a nearby JT::

TO_Pazoski says:
OPS: Okay, don’t let me down

TO_Pazoski says:
CNS: you ready?

OPS_Seppela says:
::nods, and turns back around again::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: We should hear the translation first

TO_Pazoski says:
::nods:: CSO: Agreed

CNS_Pazoski says:
::glares at the computer:: TO: Not till I see this translation.

CIV_Maor says:
::sighs and enters the TL noticing a officer there:: officer: where are you heading to?

CIV_Maor says:
<Officer> CIV: I was on my way to see the MO

Host Alien says:
<Computer> CNS: "Encased in this is a monster beyond imagination ... we have failed in our attempts to kill it ... legend has it that a bolt of it's own life will kill it ... to those who understand this ... and release the alien anyway ... we wish you well."

TO_Pazoski says:
::walks over the CNS and looks at the screen::

CIV_Maor says:
Officer: she is not here, what did she want?

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: just in case this doesn’t work we have continue to find something that would affect this thing.

OPS_Seppela says:
::programs it so that when he presses the "Begin Program" button the crew will be beamed out right away, and .0003 seconds later the cargo bay will be blown out::

CIV_Maor says:
<Officer> CIV: She wanted us to find a child but we didn’t yet..

CSO_Gomes says:
Self: A bolt of its own life ...

CIV_Maor says:
Officer: where did you last see her anyway?

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Any ideas?

OPS_Seppela says:
TO: Ok, get as much of our telepathic crew to cargo bay 3 as possible.

TO_Pazoski says:
CSO: Psionic energy...

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: sir to use live crew members is madness - surely we can find a way to simulate a psionic field?

CSO_Gomes says:
all: A bolt of its own life ... its life seams to be psionic energy....maybe a large concentration of it could work as a bolt?

CIV_Maor says:
<Officer> CIV: Near the cargobay

CIV_Maor says:
::nods and waits for the officer to leave:: TL: Cargo bay

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: It is worth a try.

Host Alien says:
<Computer> ::Beeps in acknowledgment, and takes the CIV to that Deck::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: But how do you get Psionic energy if not from telepaths?

CIV_Maor says:
::exits the TL and heads to the Cargobay::

CNS_Pazoski says:
TO: Remind us never to play with stones again.

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: I can only think of a massive mental attack

CIV_Maor says:
::yells:: MO: are you there? Moria?

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: I hate to say Telepaths are your best option:)

CNS_Pazoski says:
~~~MO: Where are you? ~~~

Host Alien says:
ACTION: In the Cargo Bay, the CIV sees the MO's body on the ground ... a pool of blood forming under her ... Courtney sits next to her, crying.

Host Alien says:
ACTION: No response to the CNS' telepathic sentence, the silence is frightening.

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: It seams so...but it could drain you...

CIV_Maor says:
::notices the MO and runs to her:: self: oh my god..

Host XO_Wall says:
CSO: halt what about the crew, suppose this doesn’t work and it goes after them, how are they going to defend themselves

TO_Pazoski says:
::smiles:: CNS: Will do

CIV_Maor says:
*Bridge* emergency beamout, three to beam to sickbay ::feels her neck:: the MO is.. dead

CSO_Gomes says:
XO: We can use TO's original plan, blow it into space

CSO_Gomes says:
XO: It won't kill it but we will get rid of it

Host XO_Wall says:
CSO: what’s to stop the crew from being sucked out as well?

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The CIV, Courtney, and Moria are beamed to Sickbay.

OPS_Seppela says:
*CIV*: Aye sir. ::beams the three of them to sickbay, and notifies them they have a flatliner coming::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::sounds a bit panicked:: OPS: Crew status? 

CSO_Gomes says:
XO:OPS will beam them in

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The Staff rush over to stop ... and immediately stop upon seeing that Moria is dead.

OPS_Seppela says:
CNS: The child has been found, but unfortunately so has Ms. O`Questra. She is dead sir.

CIV_Maor says:
::looks around not knowing what to do::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: Sickbay is silent.

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: It has to be put back into a casing I would think? Or destroyed totally.

TO_Pazoski says:
XO: Sir why don’t we try both plans at the same time, we try it the telepaths way, and if it fails we blow the cargo bay

Host XO_Wall says:
OPS: you get a lock on them and beam them out as soon as the time is right understood, don’t wait for a command

CEO_Atrides says:
::With a groan, the CEO wakes up:: Self: Wha....?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods silently at OPS::

CIV_Maor says:
::bends down:: Courtney: are you okay?

Host Alien says:
ACTION: Courtney begins to cry again.

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: Absolutely sir that goes without saying.

CSO_Gomes says:
XO: Can OPS start gathering the telepaths?

Host XO_Wall says:
TO: that’s what we are going to do

CIV_Maor says:
Courtney: Don’t.. cry.. ::not very good with kids:: Friedman: Can you talk with her please?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::Tries to control the scream inside herself almost ready to face the thing without weapons now::

CSO_Gomes says:
::sees something on the computer screen::

Host XO_Wall says:
All; yes proceed with the plan?

Host Alien says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman> ::Picks up Courtney at the CIV's behest::

TO_Pazoski says:
::nods to the XO:: CNS: lets get this thing for Moria!

CEO_Atrides says:
::Steadily rises to his feet, running a hand through his hair..:: Self: Hmm.. sickbay ? What is a dude like me doing here ?

CSO_Gomes says:
XO: There maybe another possibility. The deflector dish can be made to operate on the wavelength of psionic energy. 

CSO_Gomes says:
XO: But the alien would have to be outside the ship

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: Aye sir. ::in a text message he informs all crew with telepathic power, no matter how minute, to report to cargo bay 3, that it's a direct order for the XO, and its not a drill::

CIV_Maor says:
::notices the CEO is up:: CEO: You were injured by the alien.. you were lucky.. the MO is.. dead

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods to the TO, looking as though she could truly kill someone now.::  ~~~ Alien: Well Lets start these games shall we? ~~~

CEO_Atrides says:
::Looks at the CIV:: CIV: Hey dude.. What !? Dead ? And an alien ?

CTO_Timrok says:
::listens to the CSO::

CSO_Gomes says:
XO: Or we could flood the ship with the beam.. but that could damage some systems

CSO_Gomes says:
XO: In any case, we still need to find it

CIV_Maor says:
*XO* Can you come to the sickbay? the MO is.. dead

OPS_Seppela says:
XO: Sir, the telepathic crew are starting to file into the cargo bay. ::watches them on his console::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: Suddenly one of the JT hatches bursts open on the bridge ... and the Alien leaps out.

Host Alien says:
::Chuckles:: One down, kiddies!

CTO_Timrok says:
::turns & fires at the alien::

OPS_Seppela says:
::as the alien jumps out he presses the Evac button and the bridge crew is beamed to ME::

CEO_Atrides says:
::He looks at the CIV, actually serious for a change..:: CIV: I'm headed out.. I'm going to get me some Alien..

CIV_Maor says:
self: i better head back to the bridge ::beams him self and the CEO to the bridge::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: All crew are beamed to Main Engineering, including the CIV and CEO who just arrived.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::Concentrates about every bit of hate she has on the alien:: CSO: Get the telepaths to taunt it?:)

Host Alien says:
::Looks around as the crew on the bridge disappear::


OPS_Seppela says:
Self: Thank god I had that ready...::looks around engineering for a place to set up Operations::

Host Alien says:
Eh?

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the CNS and shrugs::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: Engineering Staff look in surprise as the crew from the bridge arrive down there.

Host XO_Wall says:
::is hit hard by the CIV's comm and his news, as he transports:: Self: no.. no!

CSO_Gomes says:
All: Whatever we do, we have to do it fast

CEO_Atrides says:
::Teleports into ME and looks around..:: All: What's goin on..?

CSO_Gomes says:
XO: I'll configure the deflector dish ...

CNS_Pazoski says:
Self: Curses.. who? why here?

CTO_Timrok says:
::appears in engineering:: A::: well we know where it is again

Host Alien says:
::Rushes to a console, and using the information he gathered from Atrides, he attempts to determine what happened:: Where did they go ...

OPS_Seppela says:
::looks at the crew as they all try to get their bearings:: All: Well, you're welcome.

CIV_Maor says:
::looks back:: XO: I want to go back to the bridge!

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: What so you can die?

CTO_Timrok says:
::turns his phaser to full power::

CIV_Maor says:
TO: At least i can do some thing but wait for him to come here!

Host Alien says:
::Finds their location:: *Main Engineering* Do you think you can escape that easily? 

CIV_Maor says:
::walks to the teleport console::

Host Alien says:
::Site to Site beams to Main Engineering ... comes out and drops upon the CTO::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::Thinking of the Alien she starts to head out of ME after this thing:: 

Host Alien says:
::Tosses the CTO hard to the side::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks around at it and sighs:: 

OPS_Seppela says:
::as the alien appears in engineering, he tries to use the transporter to pinpoint the place on the floor he is at to beam it out::

CEO_Atrides says:
::Having no clue what is going on, he is pretty startled when the Alien jumps out.:: All: What the heck is that ?

CIV_Maor says:
::turns around and grabs his comm' and runs to the alien and tags the comm' on it::

Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: what, no one is going back to the bridge ::very hurt inside of the news, but tries not to show it::

Host Alien says:
::Moves too fast for them to touch him::

CSO_Gomes says:
OPS: Do you have a positive lock on where the alien is?

OPS_Seppela says:
;:uses an infrared scan of engineering to pinpoint the alien::

CTO_Timrok says:
::lands on the floor then aims a shot at the alien::

OPS_Seppela says:
CSO: Yeah, right there!

Host Alien says:
::Ricochets off the walls, hits the others::

TO_Pazoski says:
OPS: Get us to the cargo bay!

OPS_Seppela says:
::beams half the crew in engineering to the cargo bay, then the other half a moment later, giving up on getting the alien out::

CSO_Gomes says:
OPS: aim the deflector dish to it with the configuration I put in it and fire

CNS_Pazoski says:
::extremely angry:: ~~~ Alien: ::Screams unmentionable language at it ::~~~ 

Host XO_Wall says:
::takes cover waiting for beam out::

OPS_Seppela says:
::prepares the deflector dish and fires Alexandra's program::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The Alien is caught off guard by the CNS' screams through telepathy ... and then the deflector pulse slams him ...

Host Alien says:
::Begins to scream ... falling to the ground, holding it's head ... ::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: A flash of bright light occurs in Main Engineering.

CIV_Maor says:
::grabs his phaser and walks to the Alien::

OPS_Seppela says:
::covers his eye's as the light comes through::

Host Alien says:
::Screams louder and louder until it's head suddenly explodes::

CSO_Gomes says:
*ME* To anyone who can hear me. What is happening?

Host XO_Wall says:
::he watches the bright light::

CIV_Maor says:
::covers his eyes::

Host Alien says:
ACTION: The Alien slumps over ... silence remains in Main Engineering as the light fades.

CIV_Maor says:
*CSO* The alien is dead

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Alien begins to melt ... all evidence of it ceasing to exist.

OPS_Seppela says:
::watches as the alien falls over, then slumps down into his chair, his head still throbbing from the party, and grins to himself::

CTO_Timrok says:
::feels the bruise on his side where the alien hit him:: self: ouch

Host XO_Wall says:
::watches as the alien disappeared in to nothing::

CSO_Gomes says:
::takes a deep breath in relieve::

CSO_Gomes says:
*CIV* Thank you. I want a sample of it!

CIV_Maor says:
*CSO* there is no thing left of it

TO_Pazoski says:
::shakes himself:: All: Shame we couldn’t get it before it got Moria...

CSO_Gomes says:
Self: Oh well, no more additions to my sample collection

CEO_Atrides says:
::In the Cargo Bay, sets out to find out what happened during his long sleep..::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::sits down and cries:: 

CEO_Atrides says:
::Does not cry.. G.I. Joe...:::

CTO_Timrok says:
::takes a look at the crew around him then walks off in disgust::

Host XO_Wall says:
::he takes a big breath, while kneeling against the floor, with is face toward the floor very upset that Moria is gone::

OPS_Seppela says:
::puts his face in his hands as he breathes in deeply, his heart rate returning to normal. It's finally over.::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The crew's voices are mere whispers now ... some try to review the damage caused by the psionic deflector pulse ... others dealing with the loss of Moria O'Questra. It's a victory, but a pyrrhic one at best.

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= End Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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